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Organized by Dr. Kanchan Sharma, the " Symposium on Innovations in Education: Charting the Future
with Viksit Bharat " event at CVIP Lab, ECE Department, IGDTUW, on December 19, 2023, served as a
pivotal platform for the exchange of ideas and strategies shaping the educational landscape in India. Dr.
Kanchan Sharma, as the organizer, actively engaged students and faculties in a dynamic discussion on
"Innovations in Education: Charting the Future with Viksit Bharat." The event emerged as a significant
forum, fostering dialogue and collaboration among 50 participants, with a focus on transformative
approaches to education. The theme, Viksit Bharat, meaning "developed India," underscored the
imperative to revolutionize education for comprehensive societal advancement. The symposium attracted
a diverse array of participants, including educators, policymakers, and industry leaders, all contributing to
a rich tapestry of perspectives.
Throughout the event, cutting-edge innovations in pedagogy, technology integration, and inclusive
education took center stage.. The discussions also explored inclusive teaching methodologies to address
diverse learning needs and foster equitable educational outcomes.
During the initial segment of the session, students actively shared their insights on enhancing research
and its contributions. They explored ideas related to optimizing institutional setups, improving the
interconnectivity between teaching and research, and implementing actions like collaboration and
industry engagement to foster research initiatives. The session concluded with the convenor providing
comprehensive guidance on preparing a research project proposal, including considerations for
groundwork, prerequisites, and available support options.
In the subsequent session, the speaker delved into the structure and content of research project proposals,
offering insights into the execution and management of approved projects. Additionally, the presentation
covered key aspects of promoting research integrity and outlined steps for both its encouragement and
prevention. The symposium reached its conclusion by addressing vital elements such as knowledge
dissemination, open access, and public engagement.
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